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Kinetic description of ion acoustic waves in a dusty plasma
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Abstract. A self-consistent model for the description of the ion sound wave in a dusty plasma is
given. We show that proper consideration of the ion attachment to the grains gives rise to the
dissipation of the ion acoustic wave in a dusty plasma medium. Dissipation rate is proportional
to the sum of the electron and twice the ion attachment frequencies.
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1. Introduction

Investigations of the dusty plasma in recent times have acquired considerable momentum. Major reason for the spurt in the interest is due to its numerous applications to the
industrial (e.g. semiconductor industry, plasma etching, etc.) as well as cosmic plasmas
(e.g. planetary rings, cometary tails, etc.). Periodicity of the subject being reviewed at
present is 1.5 years [1-4]. Recent interest in the investigation of the dielectric response
of the dusty plasma medium focusses around charge fluctuating grains. A consistent
formulation of the dynamics of the dusty plasma (with constant mass and radius of the
grain) is given by Bhatt and Pandey [5] and Vladmirov [6]. Mass of the grain may also
vary e.g. due to coagulation of the grains [7] and thus, grain radius and mass in general,
may also become dynamical quantities. Set of equations considering mass as a dynamical variable have been given elsewhere [8]. For the present however, we shall assume
that the grain is spherical and of fixed radius and mass and that the grain charging is
solely due to the attachment of electrons and ions. Grains will be assumed massive
compared to the electrons and ions and therefore, immobile. Dynamical response time
of the grain is slowest in comparison with the response time of the plasma particles so
that the assumption about their immobileness is justified.
We shall study the ion acoustic waves in a dusty plasma. Ion acoustic mode has been
studied, in the past by several authors e.g. Tsytovich and Havnes [9], D'Angelo [10],
Bhatt and Pandey [5] and Ma and Yu [11]. Tsytovich and Haynes [9] describe the ion
acoustic mode by assuming that the plasma fluctuations maintain their quasineutrality. They demonstrate that the mode is damped by the charge fluctuation and that
the charge fluctuation induced damping could be larger than the collisionless Landau
damping. In the kinetic description of Ma and Yu [11], ion acoustic mode is described
by assuming that the perturbations in the plasma may cause space charge field and that
the mode may damp or grow depending upon how strong the deviation of plasma is
from quasineutrality. D'Angelo [10] gives a fluid description of the ion acoustic mode
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and shows that the mode damps at the frequency at which ions are injected in the
plasma. He calls it 'creation damping' as fresh ions injected in the plasma counters the
loss caused by the sticking of the ion to the grain surface. His description assumes that
the plasma always maintains quasineutrality. Bhatt and Pandey [5] investigate the ionacoustic streaming instability and show that the charge fluctuation narrows the
parameter space of instability. Scope of the present work includes the consistent
formulation of the kinetic problem for the ion acoustic mode in the spirit of Vladmirov
[9] and explore, whether conclusions arrived by previous investigation in general and
Ma and Yu [11] in particular, are valid. To that end, we shall investigate the ion
acoustic wave in the dusty plasma.
Since we are interested in the low frequency ion acoustic mode, electrons can be
assumed to follow Boltzmann distribution i.e. they are in thermodynamic equilibrium.
Furthermore, charging time scale is comparable with the attachment time scale of the
ions which in turn is comparable with the acoustic time scale leading to appreciable
dissipation of the acoustic mode.
This paper is organized in the following fashion. Section 2 describes the basic
equations. In § 3 we discuss the perturbed equations and derive the dispersion relation.
In § 4 discussion of the result and comparison with the previous work are given.
2. Basic equation

It is assumed that the grains are spherical conductors and charging of the grains are due
to the potential difference between plasma (electrons and ions) and grain surface.
Equilibrium currents are given by [12]
(1)

leo = - na e/----=neoeX p
~. 1H'?I e

FI -

Iio =

]

where subscript o denotes the equilibrium quantities; m~, T~ and n~o are the mass,
temperature and equilibrium density of the ~th particle; a and ~g are the grain radius
and potential respectively; 4~ is the plasma potential and e is the electronic charge.
Charge on the grain is a dynamical quantity and its dynamics is described by the
following equation
dQ = le + ii
dt

(3)

where Q is the average grain charge i.e.

if

(2 = n~ fedq

(4)

and charge q is an additional independent variable and fa is the grain distribution
function. In equilibrium Ito + Iio = 0 and Qo charge is carried by the grains. Equilibrium grain distribution is given by
fao = na6(q + Qo)"
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Dynamics of the ion is described by kinetic Boltzmann equation
Ofi bv"
Ot

+

m~

--

Ov

triv(fafi--fdofio)dq

(6)

where,
rca2 1
ai =
0

2eq "] 2eq
- < 12
amiv2j -amiv
2eq
amiv z >>,1

(7)

is the effective collision cross section of the ions with the grains. Moment of eq (5) is
described by Bhatt and Pandey [5]. We shall assume that in the equilibrium state, loss
of ion is compensated by the external source and the ion distribution function f~o is
Maxwellian. We should add that assumption of ion following Maxwellian distribution
is, in general not valid in the vicinity of the grains. Ion will respond to the electric field of
the highly charged grains and therefore in general should be described by the Maxwell
Boltzmann distribution.
Electron follows Boltzmann distribution
n e = n~o exp Ie-~ 1 .

(8)

Localized charge build-up is described by Poisson's equation

(9)

V2 4a = 4re [ene - naQ] -4roe ff,.dv.

Equations (1)-(9) will adequately describe the ion dynamics in a dusty plasma.
3. Dispersion relation

Next, we introduce small perturbation in the distribution function
fn=fno+fd;

with

fi=fio+L,

Ifal<<fao,lfil<<f~o.

Charge fluctuation equation can be written as
Ot ~- v°~o

-

elI~°l~e+e
lleo

0

fivcr(v, Qo)dv

(10)

where r~e is the perturbed electron density. Last term in the above equation is from the
perturbed ion currents. The charge dissipation is described by the charging frequency
vI, which for Maxwellian particle distribution is given by
o

1 og~ia(l+r+z )

OI(q)
=

-

(11)

vT,

with ~ = T J T,, z = eQo/aT e. Fluctuation in the grain distribution is described by
fa = nao[f(q + Qo - Q) - 6(q + Qo)].
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For the ion distribution, one has

of,
Ot

t- v.

+ - - E .Of~°
rn~ OV

- V~d(V)f, -- O,,(v)f, o

(13)

where attachment frequencies V°d(V)and ~id(V) are given by

vS(v) = f o,,Lodq

(14)

aivfddq.

(15)

O/.(v) =

Assuming that the fluctuations can be represented as the normal mode
~ expi(09t - kx), ion distribution function is given by

fi=09_k.v_ivid(V)I

-

ekc~ Ofo

and the charge fluctuation Q is given by

ielleol~
i [ e2k~ I (OfJ&)vaidv
O. = (09 _ ivOd)T~ + co -iV°d L m----l-,J o ~ - - ~ v )
+e •

vid(v)f,o

J09 - k.v -

. ]

iv° (v) vaiov/._l

(17)

Last term in the above expression is O(vi°dv°J09) and thus can be ignored. Then taking
note of the fact that for co ~ 09pi>>max(kvri, v°d,v/~), where 09pi= x/47mioe2/mi, we can
approximate the following integral as

o,~(v)f,o
.av..~n.
~ fiv°d'~
...
ie f 09_k.v_ivOd(v)
,o~ -09- ) ~d.

(18)

Then plugging back (16) and (17) in the Poisson's equation (9) and taking note of(18),
one gets the following dispersion relation (DR)
22

l + k 2e
k2--------7+2
e
Zi

i ( l +iv°ani°']
09nd°/[
?~ - / - ~

~ -fl-~l=O
~

(19)

092 .j

where 22 = Tj4~neoe 2, ~ = [Ieo[ndo/eneo. We note that ct is the electron attachment
frequency, as have been shown by Bhatt and Pandey [5]. One may calculate v~d for
a Maxwellian electron

v° = na---eIa~Vfeodv = na°lI~°l.
ed
ne° j
enlo

(20)

Similarly ion attachment frequency is given by
via =
564
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Thus, we see that using the constraint leo + Iio = 0, one can write V°d= V°ed(1 + (neo/nio)).
This result is in agreement with the result derived on the intuitive ground by Bhatt and
Pandey [5]

~O')2"~rld°I ~ (Ofl°/O¥)V(T(l)'
Q°)dv
fl = -- \ k 2 ] nio

Zi

:"

.

o)2 1 ~
(dfio/C~V)
•
P'
j
o)2 ni ° o) - k'v ivid(~) )
.
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(22)

o) - k ' v - iv°d(v)
.

.

o

or.

(23)

-

Without loss of generality, assuming k IIx and going to spherical polar coordinate to
evaluate (19) with o) ,,, o)pi >>(kVTi, V,~,Vi°d),one gets

4 2
fl =~Tta

8~Tin (
-1
X/ rcmi do

eQo" ~ 2Iiondo A
=
2CTiJ
3 e nio

(24)

where A = 1 + (1 - (eQo/CTi))- t. Ion susceptibility Xi becomes
Xi ~ - o ) 2

1+

.

(25)

The above expression has been derived by assuming rid(V) ~ Vid which tantamounts to
assuming that ZdeZ/amiv 2 << 1 i.e. ratio of the dust potential to the kinetic energy is
much less than 1. In the other limit, one cannot take v~°dout ofintegral and the result will
renormalize the ion acoustic speed.
While evaluating (23) we have not considered the resonant contribution to the ion
susceptibility. For o) << PV°d, where P = (nd/ne)(aTe/e 2) is the ratio of dust space change
to the electron space change (Havnes et al [13]) resonant denominator is evaluated by
the usual Landau rule. It has been demonstrated by Tsytovich and Havnes [9], that the
change fluctuation induced damping rate may exceed the Landau damping.
Thus, DR can be written as
(o)2 -- k 2 C2)(o) - iv°~' ) - i(~ + 2v°a)k 2 C 2 = 0

(26)

where v do" = VOd+ ~/(1 + k22e2), C s = ,,],eo)pi/(x/1 + k222), e = ~(1 - (2neoA/3nio)). In writing DR (26) we have ignored terms O(V°d~, V°dfl,V~°dV°d).We see that DR (26) reduces to DR
of [ 11] in V~°d~ 0 limit. As e ,~ v°d,we see that the proper consideration of ion attachment
causes the mode to damp faster than have been reported [11].
4. Discussion

DR (26) can be solved analytically. However, since co >>(V°d~ e), it is instructive to solve
the above equation perturbatively. Then the roots are

o)1,2 = kcs +- i~

093 ~ iz

+

+

.
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Figure 1, This figure shows variation of y = (2~o~)/c~against x = k2e for different
values of d = (%o/nio) and (eQo/C T~)= -2,5 when v°id= 0. It is evident from the
figure that for certain values of x, mode becomes unstable.
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Figure 2. This figure shows the same when v°d~

O.It is clear from figure 2 that for
all wavelengths, charge fluctuation will cause the damping of ion acoustic mode.

Thus, we see that the ion acoustic mode acquires a damping rate proportional to
~ e/2 + vi°d~ v°a. The above result modifies the damping rate predicted by Ma and Yu
[11]. Energy transfer between ion acoustic wave and dust charge fluctuation leads to
this damping. Our result is broadly in agreement with the conclusions drawn by
Tsytovich and Havnes [9] and D'Angelo [10]. It must be mentioned however, that the
dissipation derived by D'Angelo [10] is caused primarily by the injection of the ions
and thus is proportional to the injection frequency of the ion in the plasma whereas in
the present analysis dissipation is due to the attachment of ions to the grains.
It is interesting to note that without the ion attachment frequency vOaion acoustic
mode may become unstable [11], if e < 0 , i.e. 2~k2> 3/2(nio/neo)A. However, selfconsistent treatment of the charge fluctuation shows that even when e < 0, there is no
instability unless additional condition (v°a - e/2) < 0 is satisfied. As is evident from (20)
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and (21) and the discussion therein v°n/e ~ d = neo/nio. The number density ratio d may
have different values, e.g. for diffuse cloud in the interstellar media 6 ~ 0 [ 10] whereas in
the planetary rings and cometary tails d ~< 1 [1-4]. Thus we see that the charge
fluctuation will invariably cause the damping of ion acoustic response of the plasma.
The instability suggested in ref. [11] is, thus highly unlikely in a dusty plasma. Figure 1
depicts the plot o f y = (2o9i/~) vs. x --- k2 e for d = 0,0"5, 1 and (eQo/CTi) = - 2"5 when
ion attachment frequency has been ignored. We see that for d = 0.5 and 1, mode
becomes unstable for some critical wavelength. Figure 2 depicts the same for non-zero
ion attachment frequency. We see from figure 2 that there is no instability, and ion
acoustic mode can only damp in a dusty plasma.
We conclude that the self-consistent treatment of charge dynamics leads to the
damping of the acoustic wave. Further, Landau damping will also cause the mode to
dissipate [9] and thus, there is no window whatsoever contrary to the claim mode in ref.
[11] where the mode may become unstable. The parameter regime in which the
acoustic mode becomes unstable is highly unlikely. Our analysis demonstrates that the
role of ion attachment in the charge dynamics of a dusty plasma is crucial. It is through
this attachment that the ion loses its energy to the grains and causes the damping.
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